Hope Box (HBX) grew into what it is now. Its seed
was planted almost three decades ago. I wish it to
be pure and true, big and warm something that faces
reality, takes action and at the same time reminds
people of the beauty of the world, the good things
in life. A collective effort to present a more
complete image of reality in our works of art to
make life more colorful, just and positive.

In 2001 HBX toured Kosova with
the hbx children-art-show 'zebra'
in collaboration with the
organisation World Child.
Hundreds of children participated
in this artistic adventure.

from 2001, HBX initiated Weather
Report, Cadavre Exquis, Kites of Life
and Piece for Peace in Kosova. In
2005 a spectacular Weather Report
exhibition was presented in the Kosova
Art Gallery and in in the Cultural
Centre of Mitrovica.Over the years
both cultural institutes opened their
doors to other HBX art-projects.

Besides that artists and
youngsters from Mitrovica and
Prishtina visited Amsterdam and
artists and youngsters from
Amsterdam visited Prishtina and
Mitrovica on the HBX exchange
program.Over the years, various
Hope Box Angels have painted
various walls in Kosova.

Between 2011 and 2016 they
‘revitalised’ the Prishtina and
Mitrovica main stations and trains.
To support various art-actions in
Prishtina and Mitrovica
Created in 1991 by Rienke Enghardt, Hope Box aims to employ art in a manner faithful to the diversity of all forms of realism. While it began as a single
project, Hope Box has grown into a method, a process that hundreds of artists from dozens of countries have participated to which involves travel,
performance and a hunger for communication. The collective noun, naming the sum of many of her projects, Hope Box (HBX), is to its artists, what it is to its
observers: a non-exclusive, open-faced interaction.

HBX & Worldchild

HBX Zebra tour: Prishtina, Mitrovica, Peja, Gjakova, Buqan, Deqan, Gracanica...

Between 2001 and 2019 Weather Report was joined
by Teuta Gacaferi, Erzen Vala, Nadica Decik, Mjellma
Goranci, Rudina Xhaferi, Mehmet Behluli, Lulzim Hoti
and Butrint Behrami.
In 2005 the exhibition was exhibited in the Kosova
Art Museum now National gallery.

teuta,
Nadica
butrint
lulzim

Erzen Vala - charles robb - Rienke - Shigeyo Kobayashi - Usha Seejarim
Nicole Awai, Titus Matiyane - Rienke - Valessa Monk - Mjellma Goranci

Seraphine Pick — Rudina Xhaferi - Rienke - Ilse Edit Pahl - Tran Trong Vu
Malam - Harry van der woud - Rienke - Paul Johns- Mehmet Behluli

Zana and Visar

In 2005 kites of Life were made on various
stops during a HBX tour from Mitrovica to
Amsterdam were they were all up on the
Dam square on international day of peace

HBX P4P is a trace of art-peaces made
on significant places by hex angels.
gathering - identifying spot-painting
for example this wall in mitrovica was painted several times by local
talents and hex angels. Plus rap workshops and what not!

Mitrovica

…over the years
Kosovar hbx angels
travelled to
Holland and
International hex
angels to Kosova

2006 -2008 amsterdam, Mitrovica, Prishtina and Obeliq

september 21, 2006
Scheveningen
prison
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following a long and strong tradition of art and community activism,
a team of Hope Box Angels, The London Police, Tak, Zedz, FFJ, Jetik,
Bim Bimma and Rienke initiated the Piece for POsitivity. Enthusiasm and
strong local reaction to this and previous HBX art-projects inspired
the HBX ICe, an interactive art-project with the aim of injecting
positive imagery for all and conscious collaborations with local
artists and cultural institutes.

Mitrovica, Obiliq,
and Prishtina

Prishtina

Obeliq

mitrovica

Scheveningen

Nukihiva and Floortje Dessing bought this kite
of ecology. with that money we could paint
the piece for positivity!

nukuhiva, Amsterdam

Prishtina 2011

With little more than
rubber boots and a good
spirit HBX Angels TLP, Lunar,
T.A.K., FFJ, Jetik and Rienke
got together in Prishtina. To
celebrate a decade of HBX
art-activity over there, HBX
envisioned an art-object
that would go places and
that could be enjoyed by
all.
Thanks to the refreshing
The art-action lasted less
than three days and is just
the beginning to become the
type of boundless and
lasting community art that
HBX wishes to create. To be
continued…

To be continued...

…Made by Hope Box Angels from Prishtina, Skopje, Tbilisi, München, Amsterdam

starring Loomit, Tak, Nak, Mamuka and HBX

schoolkids from Prishtina
and Plementin joined
together in our HBX Rise &
Shine Train from Prishtina
to Mitrovica and back.

on the track the kids designed
their own HBX R&S Train that
could well become the next...

to be continued...

hbx xpress
station

Füshe Kosovë
station

december 7 & 8 2011 the HbX Angels
rode their HBX Rise & Shine train to
shoot spectacular new footage
for the 'HBX Xpress movie' directed
by Jetmir Grezda and starring BBoy
Popeye from Amsterdam/Napoli,
Bboy double d and Nak from skopje,
Tak and jetik from Prishtina.
Bboy
Popeye, if u
could jump
from the train
right there...

on the HBX xpress station our favorite
passengers of the Pandeli Soteri school of
PLementin came aboard for a special gathering...

December 9, 10:30

Prishtina 2014 & 15

exploring and mapping Prishtina for
possible utopian playgrounds and
cultural hotspots!

During the Green Festival citizens of Mitrovica participated in an
uplifting verbal and visual dialogue in the spirit of Socrates and
in the shape of Cadavre Exquis.
Socratic conversations took place already during gatherings of
the old Greek, often in public places with young people. In the
Socratic method several virtues are important, like
perseverance, patience, listening skills, courage to express
ones intuitions, to trust ones own doubts and being able to
postpone or revise ones own judgment. Centered on a specific
theme, participants share an example from their personal
experience. By trying to understand what the other person
wants to say, general characteristics are discovered that apply
to the theme. At the end, a common definition of the theme, by the
participants is formed. This definition is only applicable to that
specific group and reflects the diversity and similarity in
opinions.
‘Cadavre Exquis’ originates from a children’s game known all
over the globe. The Surrealists lifted it into an art form and
had frequent Cadavre Exquis gatherings in the beginning of 20th
century from which spontaneous collaborations between
divergent artists arose. Hope Box plays Cadavre Exquis since the
early 90’s. During the Socrates dialogue pieces of Cadavre
Exquis paper will be passed to let the unconscious complement
the dialogue and to offer the possibility of artistic expression.
By giving voice (visually and/or verbally) to one’s thoughts and
visions the collective wisdom of the group is enlarged.
The dialogue took place in the HBX UP! interactive installation in
the Museum of Mitrovica and the outcome is the starting point for
possible Utopian Playgrounds in Mitrovica.
HBX Culture UP! between June 24-28, 2015
Dialogues: Guided by philospher Renate Shepen & Rienke
Art-scape-trace: Guided by artists Lulzim Hoti & Rienke
Art action: Guided by artists Tak Qrk & Rienke Enghardt
Finissage: in and around Mitrovica Museum and 7arte

During the dialogues new verbal and visual definitions and
customized leafs with slogans on culture came into being.

After each dialogue, the groups explored the city and
started the ‘leave your leaf’ art-action. The aim of this
art-action was to identify potential future cultural
places in Mitrovica. The first action took place in the
Trepca factory where the leafs were left to mark the
place and on the factory’s train as a potential carrier to
bring changes and to connect places. Thereafter, the
Mitrovica train station and the city’s greenhouse were
marked with leaves and seeds of flowers were planted and
watered in all the identified places. The dialogue and the
actions continued for three days in a row. On the last day,
the dialogue narrowed to a conclusion from which the
collective slogan ‘Flower your Culture’ was distilled.

during...
before...

after...

Eventually Hope Box Angel Tak Qrk create
d
a whoopin’ Flower your Culture piece for
the Mitrovica train station while the new
local Hope Box Angels Mimosa, Gjylisha
and Albana continued their green birdy art
Toaction
be continued…
around it until the late hours.

Between August 27 – 31 a new step is intiated: Flower UP! Spoken word workshops by urban poet and
vocalist Maryam Meraber aka Bad Brya. The aim is to transform the formulations* that arose in the
philosophical workshop into catchy urban/utopian poems that could be the starting-point for a
‘Flower your Culture!’ anthem.

I woke up in the morning and I saw you throwing trash
from your balcony
It was so bad, it made my wife mad
So so mad, it made me feel glad
Because that gave me a reason to hit her so bad
Jauu JAUUU
Kaltrina and Arbnora

Flower your culture
A bumpy road trip around the globe,
33 mysterious chapters tied with rope,
33 boxes filled with hope,
The ropes are definitely not impossible to untie,
And the boxes are not impossible to open,
Lets pick the one called, Flower your culture
That one is dynamic,
Stay focused if you want to get the structure,
During my journey of culture I flew like a bee,
Collecting the best ingredients of flowers to create
the most delicious honey,
Fantasizing and dreaming of the ultimate recipe,
And there it was, self reflecting, original, honest and secure,
A recipe of flowering our culture,
Filled with hope, connection, backspacing borders,
There where LOVE is pure!!
Bad Brya 2015

I woke up in the morning, thinkin’ for some changes
I wanna do somethin' different, with hope that I can make it
I know it will be hard - Cause no one will help
But I don't have to worry - As long I got myself.

But we have to be positive - when we want changes.

Every morning we wake up without self-esteem
Livin’ in a place where everything is black and green
Black stands for the dust that covers the green nature
Whatever the youth got hope and believe in the creator
Our mothers got the best cook art
Our sisters look beautiful and are smart
Our fathers got the most impressing architecture mind
Our brothers are sportsmen; hmm I don’t know what to rhyme
We all dress good that’s our culture we don’t lose it
If you like it come up dance to the music

There're lots of good things - that we can talk about

Lumbardh

There are things about our culture, that I don't like,
I want everyone to have self-esteem and an open mind.
Just like a coin - everything has two faces

We are so loyal and friendly - with a big heart!
Arlinda and Eglentina

to bee continued!

Next to the Spoken Word
workshops, the trace is
sharpened at the indicated
locations and its potential
discussed with the team and
specialists.

No proper art without proper cleaning!

Beehive yourself!

Now, the lovely T&B
(tea&bee) has come
into being on the
exact spot!

…back in Mitrovica museum!

Our planet’s climate has been changing dramatically over the past century. Planet Earth has been warmed by an average of 1 ° C
deg in the last century, and although this may not sound like much, this change is of great importance to humans and animals.
Because these changes are happening so fast it is really hard for different species to adapt, hence we are facing extinction of
different species every day. Our planet also experienced our first climate refugees as many little islands in the pacific ocean
are flooded as a result of glaciers melting in the artic. This caused that many people were forced to leave their homes and
seek refuge in other countries. Wealthy countries such as the US and China have some the biggest industries that are polluting
our environment in massive scale. These countries have not yet shown any action to compensate for damages that are being
caused by their actions. Developing countries are the first to experience climate change damages caused by wealthy nations.
Being a new born country in South East Europe, Kosovo’s economy is relatively low and because of that we also are
vulnerable to climate change. Even though Kosovo is a small country, our impact on the environment is quite high. Kosovo has
the fifth reservoir of lignite in the world (the lowest quality of coal) and besides that the waste management in Kosovo is
still a major environmental problem. Mitrovica being once known as an industrial city, and one of the most polluted city in
the region at the time, now still faces many problems regarding water, air and soil pollution. The Trepça mine is not working
at the capacity that it used to work before but the mining waste is still out in the open in the factories that were left behind
for over 20 years now. The Sitnica river passes through one of the factories and the waste that was left behind, falls into the
river to be later on used by the houses on the other side of the river as irrigation for their gardens. Ibri river besides being
polluted by industrial waste is also polluted by the discharge of waste water into the river. Not only the rivers look bad,
but on a hot summer day they smell bad as well and it cannot be used for recreational purposes. The pollution of rivers by
mining waste and waste water presents a serious problem for the health of Mitrovica citizens.
Another issue connected with waste is the general waste management in the city of Mitrovica. The lack of trash bins, recycling
bins and just management of this sector is hindering the process of becoming a cleaner city.
This year’s theme for the Green festival 9 is mother nature and 7 Arte together with Hope box angels had discussions about the
environment and climate change and decided to work more on waste seeing this as one of the problems which is very visible in
many parts of the city but also is one of the problems which we can easily tackle individually. There is one thing that all the
people around the world have in common, and that is mother nature. The time is ticking and we should focus on protecting and
taking care of what surrounds us, gives us joy and makes us happy.

Formulated by
Mimoza Istrefi

HBX Pop UP workshop
@ Cultural Center…

shooting the promofilm…

…meanwhile expedition trepc’art

For more info about
Trepc’Art contact
Lulzim Hoti at 7-Arte
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